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Class list:  

Backup Challenge, Pole Bending, Gate Challenge, Triple Threat, Ribbon 
Grab, Champagne, Trail Challenge.  

 

 

Backup Challenge:  

In this event you will have 2 minutes to ride between ground poles the length of 
60 feet and then continuously back your horse between the ground poles. The 
front feet of your horse must pass the end of the poles before beginning to back. 
Stopping or knocking a pole will result in a disqualification. This event is a 
complete or disqualification challenge. From start line you will back 60 feet. 

 

Pole Bending:  

This is a timed event; the rider weaves a path around 6 poles arranged in a line  
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(can start either side). Total measurement 126 feet. Breaking time barrier or 
pattern results in a DQ. Additionally, 5 second time faults will be given if poles are 
knocked down.  

Gate Challenge:  

In this event you will have 10 minutes to successfully complete five gates. Each 
gate is worth 5 points, 25 points total. Gates not completed or knocked over will 
receive no points. Maximum 3 attempts per gate. See diagram of the following 
gates: rope gate, roundabout gate, panel gate, slide gate, V gate. 

 

Rope Gate: Pick up rope hung between 
two standards, move through opening, 
place rope back on standard. 

Roundabout Gate: pick rope off barrel, 
ride a 

round barrel, place rope back on barrel 

Panel Gate: Unlatch and swing gate 
open, pass through, latch gate closed. 

Slide Gate: Slide pole out of keeper, 
drop pole, walk over pole to pass 
through gate. Pole remains on ground. 
Not required to close gate. 

V Gate: ride in and back out with rope 
gate obstacle. Ride in, undo rope gate, 
side pass over, do up rope gate, back                         

out of V. 
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Triple Threat:  

In this event you must ride your horse 
through 3 individual pools filled with 
sand, water, and shavings. You will have 
3 minutes to complete or attempt to 
complete all pool. Each pool completed 
is worth 5 points, total of 15 points.  

  

 

Ribbon Grab:  

Riders will be divided into heats and assigned 
different colors. Ribbons will be hung from 2 
points around the arena. You will have 2 
minutes to ride the track and collect your 
color of ribbon. Each ribbon collected in your 
corresponding color is worth 1 point. 

 

 

 

Champagne:  

All entries will receive equal quantities of champagne in identical glasses. Riders 
will be divided into heats. The heats will complete 2 laps of the arena within the 
posted time limit. The first and second place rider from each heat will move onto 
the final round. Event to be judged on the amount of champagne remaining in the 
glass at the conclusion of your event, as measured by the Judge and/or their 
assistants.  
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Trail Challenge:  

In this event you will have 2 minutes to complete/or attempt to complete the 
entire course, then you may use 3 or more obstacles to gain points until your 2 
minutes is up. Doubling back on any obstacle will result in no points for that 
obstacle. Any obstacles not completed or knocked over will receive no points. You 
will receive 5 points per correctly completed obstacle. 

There will be a Gambler obstacle at the end of your 2-minute run, you will have 
30 seconds to complete the “GAMBLER”. Completion of this obstacle will either 
double your points or you will lose all your points for this event. This is an 
optional obstacle. You may make your decision after your 2-minute run.          

Back through L 

Pass over ground 

poles.  

Pass through car 

wash.  

Ride pattern 
through/over poles 
in dead fall maze. 
(may be started from any side) 

Pass over bridge.  

Pass through rock 
pit obstacle.  

Pass over trap.      

*additional clarification on any event may be given on event day* 


